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Serious skaters looking for unusual and innovative tricks will find them in this skateboarding

instructional guide. The tricks run the gamut from classic old school to modern with an emphasis on

diversification, creativity, and originality. Included are riding basics and tips for controlling fear,

visualizing, and focusing. Sequential shots detail every move needed to successfully re-create the

various skateboarding tricks. The mechanics of the sport are also covered, including types of

boards available, and the various wheels, bearings, and skateboarding surfaces.
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"Skateboard: Book Of Tricks", is an awesome book for beginners or for serious skaters. Anyone

who is into skateboarding will love this book. This book is not like the rest of the trick tips books.

This book tells and explains how to do new school tricks, old school tricks, and flat land tricks. This

book helps an average 'good' skater master a combination of style and unigue tricks. Pro skater,

Steve Badillo takes you through the steps of mastering these unique tricks. This book improved my

skate skills and made me a better skater. I give this book 5 stars out of 5.

I found this book surprisingly useful as I read it. There are tons of photos and they help a ton to

explain the different trick walkthroughs. The explanations are clear and simple and can help ANY

skater improve on his game. I enjoyed it.Two thumbs up,Caleb[...]

My son didn't find this book helpful at all. He said that he already knew how to do most of the tricks



and even if he didn't, the instructions were not clear enough to be able to learn them.

The book has pictures and descriptions of tricks, however, most of the skaters are not wearing any

protective gear. Not even a helmet. I understand that's a personal choice but a book intended to

bring young skaters in and teach seems like it should include actually wearing the protective gear

not just putting a note in that riders should wear appropriate protective gear. Disappointing.

I bought this book for my 14 year old grandson. He said ,"Grandma you finally sent me a book I

want to read!!"

I bought this for my son.........he is really into skateboarding. He loves it. He has been through it

several times and says it really shows him how to do some of the things he wants to do. Book was a

great price for the information.

I like this book because it does give some information about some tricks. It show's some good

skateboarding tricks. What i don't like is it doesn't give that many picture.

very nice and my son advised there are a lot of tricks he had not seen before in this book even

though he has been skate boarding for years...
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